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Abstract 
Multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP) is an NP-hard problem, the goal of which is to find a subset of objects that maximizes 
a given objective function while satisfying some resource constraints. To be solved in a relatively short time an approximate method 
that returns near-optimal solutions can or, often, should be used, especially for large and hard instances. In this paper, an 
approximate method combining Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic and Lagrangian heuristic is proposed to solve 
MKP. The idea is to use the solutions obtained by the Lagrangian heuristic to guide ants in their search of good paths by laying 
pheromone trails. Experiments on large benchmark instances on MKP show that the hybrid algorithm performs better than the 
ACO algorithm and the Lagrangian heuristic when tested separately.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
The multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP) is a generalization of the classical knapsack problem (KP). It aims 
at finding a subset of objects that maximizes the total profit while satisfying some resource constraints. Formally, the 
MKP can be stated as follows: 
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where ݔ௝is a decision variable associated with object j, which has value 1 if the object j is added to the knapsack and 
0 otherwise, n is the number of objects, ݌௝ is the profit associated with the object j, ܽ௜௝  is the resource requirement of 
the object j with respect to resource constraint i, ܾ௜is the capacity of the resource i, and m is the number of resource 
constraints. 
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach, to solve this problem, combining ACO with a state-of-the-art 
Lagrangian heuristic: Lagrangian Search Ant Colony Optimization (LSACO). The lagrangian heuristic used in the 
combination is the algorithm “Feasibility-pursuing Lagrangian search” (FPLS)17. The idea of LSACO is to use 
artificial ants to find good solutions that will be rewarded by pheromone trails, and to use additional pheromone reward 
for solutions obtained by the Lagrangian heuristic. In the next section, we present the basic idea of Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO) and some related works for solving MKP. Then, section 3 introduces the Lagrangian heuristic 
and defines the FPLS algorithm. In section 4, the new hybrid algorithm LSACO is proposed, and finally 
experimentations and results of this algorithm on the MKP problem are given in section 5.   
2. Ant Colony Optimization 
The ACO is a metaheuristic inspired from the real ants’ behavior seeking a path between their colony and the food 
source. It is based on the indirect communication between ants mediated by trails of a chemical substance called 
‘pheromone’. This metaheuristic could be applied to solve a large class of problems. For the MKP, several ACO 
algorithms were proposed in the literature.  
To solve MKPs with ACO, the key point is to decide which components of the constructed solutions should be 
rewarded, and how to exploit these rewards when constructing new solutions. Another important point is the definition 
of the heuristic information used in the probability transition. 
The first ACO algorithm applied to the MKP was proposed by Leguizamon and Michalewizc9. In this algorithm, 
pheromone trails are associated with objects. The heuristic information is calculated each time the ant adds an object 
to the solution, so it is considered dynamic. 
Another application of ACO to MKP was introduced by Fidanova4 in which pheromone trails are laid on the path 
constructed by selected objects. Additional pheromone trails are deposited on path formed by the best ant. In this 
application, the heuristic information is statically calculated.  
Alaya et al 2 proposed a generic ACO algorithm for the MKP, Ant-Knapsack. This algorithm is generic in the 
sense where it is parameterized by the components on which the pheromone trails are laid. Three instantiations of this 
algorithm were proposed: Vertex-AK where the pheromone is laid on each object selected in the solution, Path-AK 
where the pheromone is deposited on each pair of successively selected objects and Edge-AK where the pheromone 
is laid on all pairs of diơerent selected objects. The latter instantiation takes up the algorithm proposed in 1. By 
comparing these three instantiations, they found that Vertex-AK and Edge-AK gives results better than those given 
by Path-AK. They found also that Edge-AK performs better than Vertex-AK over most of the considered instances. 
One more application of ACO to MKP called “Binary Ant System (BAS)” was proposed by Min et al.11. This 
application is different from the applications we mentioned earlier. In fact, the deposit of pheromone is specific in the 
structures of binary solutions. Furthermore, this algorithm authorizes the generation of non-feasible solutions in the 
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construction procedure, which will be then rectified, at each iteration, through a repair operator.  
More recently, Lee and Bau8 proposed an ACO algorithm for MKP, called ‘preference-list ACO algorithm with 
mutation’ (PACOM). In this algorithm a preference list is introduced to determine the number of objects to be 
considered. Non-feasible solutions are also considered in the construction phase to decrease the execution time. They 
are then rectified through a repair operator and, once a solution is built, a mutation operator is performed to increase 
the probability of finding an optimal solution. 
3. Lagrangian Search 
Lagrangian heuristic5 has been extensively used to find an upper bound for maximization problems. This bound is 
used in some algorithms in order to find better solutions. However, researches that focus on obtaining a lower bound 
and therefore a feasible solution to a maximization problem are far fewer. 
For the MKP, Magazine and Ogus10 were the first to propose a Lagrangian method MO-CONS to obtain a lower 
bound. MO-CONS is a heuristic method that uses relaxation. The relaxation of the problem is performed initially by 
setting all variables to 1, thus the vector of Lagrange multiplier is initially null. 
Later, Raidl 13 has improved the algorithm MO-CONS by combining this algorithm with genetic algorithm. More 
recently, Yoon et al.17 have proposed FPLS, a variant of MO-CONS. In this heuristic, they reintroduce Lagrangian 
capacity suitable for MKP, since they observed that the hardness of Lagrangian search is closely related to the capacity 
value of the given problem instance. We define in the following the FPLS heuristic17 that we propose to use in the 
proposed hybrid algorithm, that will be defined later. 
3.1. Lagrangian Capacity 
The FPLS heuristic is based on the principle of Lagrangian capacity reintroduced in17 for the MKP. We define in 
this section, briefly, this Lagrangian capacity as proposed in 17.  
The MKP (1) can be reformulated as 
xpTmax  (4) 
bAx ≤  (5) 
}{ nx 1,0∈  (6) 
with ݌ ൌ ሺ݌ଵǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݌௡ሻ் and ݔ ൌ ሺݔଵǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݔ௡ሻ் are two vectors of dimension n, ܣ ൌ ሺܽ௜௝ሻ௜ୀଵǤǤ௠ǡ௝ୀଵǤǤ௡ is a matrix of 
dimension ݊ ൈ , and ܾ ൌ ሺܾଵǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ܾ௠ሻ் is an m-dimensional vector called capacity, and T means the transpose of a 
matrix or a column vector. 
To define the Lagrangian capacity, we will use the following notations: 
ݑ א Թ௠  
ȳ ൌ  ሼͲǡ ͳሽ୬  
߱ሺܾሻ ൌ ሼ ݌்ݔǣ ݔ א ȳǡ ܣݔ ൑ ܾሽǡ where b is the capacity vector 
ܺሺݑሻ ൌ ሼݔ א ȳǣ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ܣݔ ൒ ݌்ݕ െ ݑ்ܣݕǡ ׊ݕ א ȳ} such that ܺ ሺݑሻ is the set-valued function which maps 
a vector ݑ in the maximizers of ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ܣݔ
߱ሺܾሻis the maximum of the objective function when the capacity is ܾ and ܺሺݑሻis the set-valued function which maps 
a given real vector ݑ into the maximizers of ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ܣݔ.  
If the domain is convex and the problem satisfies several necessary conditions, there always exists a real vector ݑ ൒ Ͳ
such that ߱ሺܾሻ ൌ ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ሺܣݔ െ ܾሻ. The unconstrained problem of maximizing ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ሺܣݔ െ ܾሻ can be solved 
instead of the given constrained problem and such ݑ can be found. This method is called Lagrangian method and the 
real vector ݑ used in this method is called Lagrange multiplier. However, for problems with discrete domain there are 
several conditions to be satisfied when using Lagrangian method. We state in the following the capacity condition, 
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further details can be found in 17. 
The value of the capacity which lets the equality ߱ሺܾሻ ൌ ݌்ݔ െ ݑ்ሺܣݔ െ ܾሻ hold for some ݑ is called Lagrangian 
capacity. A capacity ܾഥ is called Lagrangian capacity if there isݑത ൒ Ͳ such that 
0)( =− bxAuT  (7) 
bxA ≤  (8) 
where ݑത  is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers associated with തܾand ݔҧis called the vector solution associated with 
തܾ
. 
3.2. Lagrangian method for MKP (LMMKP) 
The algorithm Lagrangian method for the MKP (LMMKP) generates the Lagrangian capacity that will be used in 
the FPLS algorithm. This algorithm, as described in 17, can be applied to various values of ݑ ൒ Ͳ. Thus, when applying 
several times LMMKP, a set of Lagrangian capacities associated with multipliers and the corresponding optimal 
solutions are obtained. Among them, the nearest one to b, the capacity of the given problem, is chosen. The selected 
capacity ܾכሺൌ ܣݔכሻ has to be less than or equal to b since the solution ݔכ must satisfy the constraint of the given 
problem instance, i.e., ܣݔכ ൑ ܾ.  
The pseudo-code of LMMKP algorithm is outlined in Fig.1. LMMKP has as input a multipliers’ vector ݑǡ the 
profit vector p and the weight matrix A. It returns a vector ܾכ of lagrangian capacities, the optimal solution ݔכ
associated to ܾכ and ߤכ a multipliers’ vector of the optimal solution associated to ܾכ. 
 LMMKP algorithm
LMMKP (ݑ, p, A) 
For j=1 to n do
If ݌௝ ൐ σ ݑ௜ܽ௜௝௠௜ୀଵ
Then ݔ௝כ ՚ ͳ
Otherwise ݔ௝כ ՚ Ͳ
End if 
ܾכ ՚ ܣݔכ  
ߤכ ՚ ݌்ݔכ   
End for 
Return ߤכǡ ܾכǡ ݔכ  
Fig. 1. The LMMKP pseudo-code. 
3.3. Feasibility-Pursing Lagrangian Search (FPLS) 
The FPLS is a Lagrangian heuristic proposed in 17. The goal of FPLS is to find a vector u , such that the 
corresponding Lagrangian capacity value is as close as possible to the capacity of the original problem. To achieve 
this, the method LMMKP is used for a fixed number of iterations N.  
FPLS is based on the generation of Lagrangian capacities and the improvement of the solution by modifying the 
Lagrange multipliers. The method chooses a random number ݇ሺ൑ ݉ሻ and increases or decreases the value of ݑ௞. At 
each iteration, a Lagrangian capacity ܾכ is obtained by applying LMMKP with ݑ. If ܾכ ൑ ܾ then all constraints are 
satisfied and hence the best solution is updated. Since it is possible to find better Lagrangian capacity, the algorithm 
continues iterating. Instead, it chooses a random number k and decreases the value of ݑ௞Ǥ Otherwise, ܾכ ൐ ܾ , the 
algorithm focuses on satisfying the constraints. Therefore, a number k is chosen randomly among the unsatisfied 
constraints and the multiplierݑ௞ increases hoping that the kth value of the Lagrangian capacity decreases and thus the 
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kth constraint is satisfied.  
In general, Lagrangian heuristics for discrete problems have focused on obtaining good upper bounds, but this 
algorithm primarily pursues finding feasible solutions. Thus, it is called Feasibility-Pursuing Lagrangian Search 
(FPLS). The FPLS pseudo-code is described in Fig.2. It has as input, the weight matrix A, the capacity vector b and 
the profit vector p. The number of iterations, ܰ, and ߛ are parameters to be fixed. 
FPLS algorithm
FPLS (A, b, p) 
ݑ ՚ Ͳ  
Forݐ ൌ ͳto ܰ do 
ߜ ՚  ଵ௧ାఊିଵ  
ሺߤכǡ ܾכǡ ݔכሻ ՚ ࡸࡹࡹࡷࡼሺݑǡ ݌ǡ ܣሻ  
ܫ ՚ ሼ݅ȁܾ௜כ ൑ ܾ௜ሽand ܬ ՚ ሼ݅ȁܾ௜כ ൐ ܾ௜ሽ
If ܫ ൌ ሼͳǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ሽ (all constraints are satisfied) then
  Update the best solution 
Choose randomly an element݇ א ܫ  
  ݑ௞ ՚ ݑ௞ െ ߜ  
Else 
Choose randomly an element  ݇ א ܬ  
  ݑ௞ ՚ ݑ௞ ൅ ߜ   
End if 
End for 
Return the best solution 
Fig. 2. The FPLS pseudo-code. 
4. The LSACO Algorithm 
We propose in this section a hybrid algorithm, Lagrangian Search Ant Colony Optimization (LSACO), which 
combines ACO and the Lagrangian heuristic FPLS. Basically, LSACO follows the 0$;−0,1 Ant System 
scheme15. To prevent premature convergence, pheromone trails are bounded within lower and upper bounds Ĳmin and 
Ĳmax (with 0 < Ĳmin < Ĳmax ), and set to Ĳmax at the beginning of the search. 
At each cycle of this algorithm, every ant constructs a solution. Once the ants construction phase is achieved, the 
FPLS heuristic is called, and pheromone trails are laid on the best ant’s solution and also on the FPLS solution. The 
algorithm is outlined in Fig.3. 
4.1. Solution construction 
In order to construct its solution, at each construction step each ant chooses an item oj to add to the solution Sk
among the set of candidate items Candidates with the probability )( jS op k defined in equation (9). Then, Candidates
is updated by removing the items that violate constraints. The solution construction algorithm is described in Fig 4. 
The probability )( jS op k is given as follows : 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]¦=
∈Candidateso
jSjS
jSjS
jS
j
kk
kk
k
oo
oo
op βα
βα
ητ
ητ
)()(
)()()(
                    (9) 
where  )( jS okτ  is the pheromone factor of ݋௝, )( jS okη  is the heuristic factor, and Į and ȕ are two parameters that 
determine the relative importance of these two factors. 
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The pheromone factor depends on the quantity of pheromone laid on edges connecting the objects that already are 
in the partial solution Sk and the candidate node oj: 
¦
∈
=
ki
kk
So
ijSjS ooo ),()( ττ  (10) 
Algorithm. LSACO  
Initialize pheromone trails to ߬௠௔௫
Repeat 
For each ant k in 1..nbAnts do
Construct a solution ܵ௞
Update ܵ௕௘௦௧
End for 
FPLS (A, b, p) 
Update pheromone trails on the best ant cycle solution ܵ௞
Update pheromone trails on the FPLS solution 
If some trail is lower than Ĳmin then set it to Ĳmin  
If some trail is greater than Ĳmax then set it to Ĳmax
Until a maximum number of cycles is reached  
Fig. 3. LSACO pseudo-code. 
Algorithm. Construct a solution
Select randomly a first object ݋ଵ א ͳǤ Ǥ ݊
ܵ௞ ՚ ሼ݋ଵሽ  
ܥܽ݊݀݅݀ܽݐ݁ݏ ՚ ሼ݋௝ǡ ݆ א ͳǤ Ǥ ݊ȁ݋௝ ݏ݈݁݁ܿݐ݁݀ݓ݅ݐ݄݋ݑݐݒ݅݋݈ܽݐ݅݊݃ݎ݁ݏ݋ݑݎܿ݁ݏ ܿ݋݊ݏݐݎܽ݅݊ݐݏሽ
While ܥܽ݊݀݅݀ܽݐ݁ݏ ് ׎ do
Choose an object ݋௝ א ܥܽ݊݀݅݀ܽݐ݁ݏwith probability
  
݌ௌೖ൫݋௝൯
ܵ௞ ՚ ܵ௞ ׫ ሼ݋௝ሽ  
Remove from  ܥܽ݊݀݅݀ܽݐ݁ݏ each object that violates resource constraints 
End While 
Fig.4. The construction procedure 
4.2. Heuristic information 
The heuristic factor )( jS okη  used in the transition probability is a problem specific heuristic. It should reflect 
the utility of adding the candidate object jo  to the solution under construction. We propose to use and compare two 
heuristic information. 
4.2.1. Lagrange multipliers based heuristic (H1) 
We propose, first, to use a heuristic information used in classical greedy algorithms and that was applied for tabu 
search by Hanafi and Freville 6, defined as follows: 
juA
)( jjS
p
o
k
=η  (11) 
where ݑ is the Lagrangian multiplier returned by FPLS. 
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4.2.2. Pseudo-utility ratio heuristic (H2) 
As a second heuristic information, we use the one proposed in 1 which is defined as follows: 
)()( jS
j
jS
oh
p
o
k
k
=η
 (12) 
where )( jS oh k  measures the tightness of the object jo  on the constraints i relatively to the constructed solution ܵ௞. Thus, the lower this ratio is, the more the object is profitable. It is calculated as follows: 
¦
=
=
m
i S
ij
jS id
a
oh
k
k
1 )(
)(
 (13)
and  ݀ௌೖሺ݅ሻ ൌ  ܾ௜ െ σ ܽ௜௚௚אௌೖ  is the remaining capacity of resource i when an ant k built the solutionܵ௞. 
4.3. Pheromone update 
As discussed earlier, we choose to deposit pheromone on each pair of selected objects in the solution since it gives 
generally the best results when compared to the other strategies on the MKP in 2.  
Once all ants finish the construction of their solutions, the pheromone trails are updated. First, the pheromone trails 
are decreased, in order to simulate evaporation, by multiplying each component by a pheromone persistence ratioሺͳ െ
ߩሻ, such thatͲ ൑ ߩ ൑ ͳ. Then an amount of pheromone is laid for the best solution found by ants in the current cycle 
and also on the solution returned by FPLS. The amount of trail is laid on each pair of different selected items in the 
solution and calculated as follows: 
)()(1
1
kbest SprofitSprofit −+
 (14) 
where ܵ௕௘௦௧ is the best solution built since the beginning and ܵ௞ is the best solution of the cycle built by ants or the 
FPLS solution. 
5. Experimentations and Results 
We present in this section the results of the experiments realized on multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP). 
The benchmark instances and the best results used in the comparison are from OR-Library and available at 
http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/~jqd/mkp/. 
We compare the results of the hybrid algorithm LSACO, with the two heuristic information H1 and H2, with Ant-
knapsack1 and FPLS17. All these algorithms were implemented in C++ and tested in the same experimental conditions.  
For each compared algorithm, and for each instance, we performed 10 runs and we present the average gap of the 
obtained results indicating the distance to the optimum or the best known result in the literature. This average is 
defined byͳͲͲ ൈ஻௘௦௧ିோ௘௦௨௟௧஻௘௦௧  , where ܤ݁ݏݐ is the optimum or the best known result in the literature for the instance. 
In the following, we discuss about the parameters setting and benchmark sets before detailing results.
5.1. Parameters setting 
We have done experimentations on some MKP instances to choose the parameters values. For the parameters of 
LSACO and Ant-knapsack algorithms, we set the bounds values ߬௠௜௡to 0.01, ߬௠௔௫to 6, the evaporation ratio ȡ to 
0.01, the number of cycles to 500, Į, the weight of pheromone factor, to 1, and ȕ, the weight of heuristic factor, to 5. 
We set the number of ants to 10 for LSACO, while for Ant-Knapsack algorithm we set it to 20. For FPLS algorithm, 
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experiments have led us to set the value of ߛ to 30 and the number of iterations to 250.  
5.2. Test data 
We have tested all the algorithms on the small and large instances of OR-Library. The small benchmarks are the 
instances of Petersen12, Weingartner and Ness 16, Senyu and Toyoda 14. We present in the following the results on the 
largest instances of Chu and Beasley3 benchmarks. There are 9 instances sets of 30 problems with  sizes 5, 10 and 30 
constraints × 100, 250 and 500 items. For these instances, optimal solutions of problems are not all known due to their 
large sizes.  
These instances have different tightness ratiosߙ, which are the values such that ୧ ൌ Ƚσ ୧୨୬୨ୀଵ  for each א
ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡሽ. Based on this definition, we could conclude that more the ratio is high more the problem is hard. Each set 
of 30 instances is divided into 3 sets according to a hardness ratio equal to 0.25; 0.5 and 0.75. 
5.3. Results 
5.3.1. Small instances 
We have tested LSACO algorithm on instances of Petersen12, Weingartner and Ness 16, Senyu and Toyoda 14. The 
results found, that we don’t present in details due to space limitations, show that the algorithm returns almost always 
the optimal solution. In fact, for most of the instances the optimal solution was found 10 times /10. 
5.3.2. Chu and Beasley instances 
We present in this section the results for instances with m = 30 constraints since they are the most difficult instances 
for these benchmark sets and for which the optimal solution is not always known. 
The table 1 compares results found by LSACO with both of heuristics H1 and H2 with those of Ant-knapsack and 
FPLS. This table present the average gap of the obtained results indicating the distance to the optimum or the best-
known result in the literature. 
First, when comparing LSACO with the first and second heuristic information, it is clear that H2 using the pseudo-
utility factor finds results widely better than the heuristic H1 using the Lagrangian multipliers on all the tested 
instances. This latter finds also less better results than Ant-knapsack and FPLS when tested separately. It is clear that 
this heuristic didn’t guide correctly ants in their search to find good solutions. 
When comparing LSACO-H2 with Ant-knapsack and FPLS, we remark that LSACO-H2 find the best results on 
all the tested instances. 
For the first benchmark set, with 100 items, the LSACO-H2 algorithm gives the best results compared to the Ant-
Knapsack algorithm as well as to FPLS algorithm. One can also remark that more problems are hard more the solutions 
found by the LSACO algorithm are close to the optimum: the gap is 0.41 for the hardest instances with tightness ratio 
ߙ ൌ ͲǤ͹ͷ. Moreover, although for some instances (as the instance ͵Ͳ ൈ ͳͲͲ െ ͲǤʹͷ̴͹) results obtained by both of 
compared algorithms are relatively far from the optimum (for the instance ͵Ͳ ൈ ͳͲͲ െ ͲǤʹͷ̴͹ Ant-Knapsack obtains 
ͷǤ͵ͷΨ and FPLS ͶǤ͵ͷΨ), LSACO succeeded to find solutions close to the optimum (ͳǤͷʹΨ). We note that for some 
instances, as the instance͵Ͳ ൈ ͳͲͲ െ ͲǤ͹ͷ̴ͳ, the proposed algorithm has found almost always (9 times out of 10) 
the optimal solution. 
The same for the two other benchmark sets with 250 and 500 items, LSACO-H2 algorithm returns largely the best 
results. And also for these two sets with 250 and 500 items, the algorithm succeeded to find solutions very close to 
the optimum for the hardest instances (ߙ ൌ ͲǤ͹ͷ) since the average gaps are respectively ͲǤ͸ͻΨ and ͲǤ͸͵Ψ.  
To summarize, the hybrid algorithm LSACO (with H2) outperforms the ACO algorithm and the Lagrangian heuristic 
when tested separately. Thus, the additional pheromone reward by solutions found by the Lagrangian heuristic seems 
to guide the ants in a better way. One can also remark the importance of heuristic information, since the performance 
of LSACO clearly decreases when using a different heuristic (H1).   
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Table 1. Average gap results of LSACO-H1/H2, Ant-knapsack and FPLS on large Chu and Beasley instances (m=30 and n 
=100, 250 and 500). The instances are grouped by the tightness ratio, thus each line shows the average results of the 10 
instances of the corresponding ratio tested each one for 10 runs. 
Instance LSACO  Ant-Knapsack FPLS 
H1 H2    
30x100-0.25 9.4 1.85  2.83 5.52 
30x100-0.50 7.9 1.02  1.74 2.87 
30x100-0.75 4.3 0.41  0.91 1.38 
Average 7.2 1.09  1.82 3.25 
30x250-0.25 14.4 2.03  4.14 4.27 
30x250-0.50 10.6 1.24  2.16 2.66 
30x250-0.75 6.15 0.69  1.37 1.28 
Average 10.38 1.32  2.55 3.73 
30x500-0.25 16.76 3.24  4.42 3.82 
30x500-0.50 13.05 1.19  1.94 2.66 
30x500-0.75 6.12 0.63  2.2 1.28 
Average 11.9 1.68  2.85 2.58 
  
6. Conclusion 
The multidimensional knapsack problem has been extensively studied because of its theoretical and practical 
importance. We have proposed in this paper a hybrid Lagrangian search ACO algorithm, LSACO, to solve it. This 
algorithm consists in integrating the Lagrangian heuristic in the ACO algorithm by laying pheromone trails on the 
solution returned by the Lagrangian heuristic. 
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we have tested LSACO on different instances of literature and compared it to 
the ACO algorithm and to the Lagrangian heuristic algorithm that were combined. The results show that LSACO find 
almost always the optimal solution for small instances in the literature. For large instances, the results found by 
LSACO are clearly better than those of ACO and Lagrangian heuristic. Thus, we can conclude the importance of the 
additional pheromone reward by solutions found by the Lagrangian heuristic. However, the LSACO version using a 
Lagrangian multipliers based heuristic information doesn’t find good results, which shows the importance of heuristic 
information in ants search. Therefore, the effectiveness of ACO depends on the definition of the two key points: 
pheromone trails and heuristic information. We have combined in this paper ACO with Lagrangian heuristic, it would 
be interesting to test combination with other relaxation based heuristics, and propose new heuristics that guide ants in 
their search in a better way. 
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""""""       is defined in the introduction:” Feasibility-pursuing Lagrangian search (FPLS)”  
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RWKHUZLVHLWZLOOQRWEHIHDVLEOHThe algorithm FPLS is executed separately at each iteration of ACO, we don’t 
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Pheromone trails are associated to edges between each pair of selected items in the solution. )( jS okτ  is the 
pheromone factor associated to the object Oj in the transition probability and is calculated as stated in equation 10. 
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We add a small paragraph before the conclusion to discuss this point. 
We modify the section 6. Conclusion  
